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Abstract
Based onARM7 development board, this paper presents the 
obstacle avoiding and ZigBee wireless control functions for 
omni directional mobile robot. By using ultrasonic transducers, 
the embedded controller receives the obstacle distance 
signals, and then calculates the control signals to drive three 
omni directional wheels DC motors which set up on mobile 
robot. On the other hand, through the onboard RS-232 port, the 
controller as well as receives the control signals from remote 
PC via Zig Bee wireless communication. The graphical human 
machine interface is programmed by Visual Basic software at 
PC part; such the functions of mobile robot remote control and 
messages transmission are displayed on screen. The experiment 
results provide theARM7 implementation techniques for control 
omni directional mobile robot; also extend the ZigBee wireless 
communication techniques into the intelligent robot research 
field. 
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I. Introduction
Mobile robots perform various ways of tasks to serve 
humans such as home robot, inspection robot, security robot, 
school education robot, rehabilitation robot, and so on. The 
conventional mobile robots have used front-steering and 
rearwheel driving mechanism to response all needed robot 
motions, but the motion restriction is a major problem in the 
use of such mechanism. The omni directional configuration is 
a most suggested mechanism for mobile robot, which to have 
the capability of changing directions within the limited space 
in the indoor environment [1-3]. To achieve a real-time control 
and provide high speed with an acceptable error in the omni 
directional mobile robot (ODMR (ARM7) based controller has 
been widely used by the robotics community [4-6]. Otherwise, 
the wireless home networking technology can be categorized 
into wireless LAN, Bluetooth and ZigBee. As table 1 shows [7, 
8], the ZigBee has advantages such as low power consumption, 
large transmission range, and capability of mesh networking, 
which are more suitable for sensor network applications than 
other wireless    alternatives. Based on above points, this paper 
presents an integration of ODMR obstacle avoiding function 
and ZigBee control function, which are implemented on an 
ARM7 development board. A case study of three active omni  
directional wheels was configured to realize the all-round 
movement mobile robot. Moreover, by combining ZigBee 
technique with Visual Basic (VB) programming language, a 
graphical human machine interface was used to remote control 
the ODMR movement to reach the desired location.

II. Practical Fabrication of ODMR
The components of ODMR are divided into: body structure, 
feedback sensor, control circuit, driver mechanism, control 

program, and ZigBee wireless transmission modules. It is 
obvious that the ODMR covers a wide range of research fields, 
and which provides high integration techniques in both theory 
and practice 

A. Robot Architecture Design
In the design of robot body, it aims to allow the robot to 
move around all positions. Based on literature review [9, 10], 
the structure of chassis is designed in consideration of the 
streamline of the robot body and convenience of controller 
production. 
As shown in fig. 1, the wheels need to be specially designed 
to meet the function of omni directional movement. The 
kinematics equation deduced by this system is as follows: 

where q1 , q2 , q3 are the angular speeds of the three motors, 
R is the radius of the wheel, x m , y m , f are the coordinate and 
approach angle of the robot, while d and L are the included 
angel and length shown in fig. 2.

Fig. 1 : Omni directional chassis and ARM7 development 
board

Fig. 2 : The ODMR kinematics diagram.

As shown in (1), according to any ( x m , ym , f ), the corresponding 
( q1 , q2 , q3) can be computed, indicating that such structure 
can move in any direction at instant, and this is also the reason 
that such structure is called “omni directional movement”. In 
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this study, the known data L =18 cm, R = 2 cm, d = 30 , f = 0 
are substituted in (1), the expression is shown as Follows:

Among three parameters x m , ym , f , when two parameters x 
m and f are zero, and ym is substituted in (2) as a constant, the 
result obtained is q1 = q2 , so when moving in the direction of 
ym , the rotary speeds of motor 1 and the motor 2 are the same. 
When the two parameters ym and f are zero, and the parameter 
f is substituted into (2) as a constant, the result obtained is 
q1 =q2 = q3 , so the three motors are rotating at the site with 
the same rotational speed. When the two parameters ym and 
f are zero, and the parameter x m is substituted into (2) as a 
constant, the result obtained is q1 = q2 , and q3 is twice of q1 
, indicating that the motor will move in the x m direction if its 
speed is twice that of motor 2 and 1. The movements of the 
ODMR is shown in fig. 3, the arrow inside the triangle indicates 
the moving direction; and the arrow beside the wheels indicates 
the rotating direction of the wheel; if there is no arrow beside 
the wheel, it indicates that the wheel is still. In addition, when 
the arrow beside the wheel is very long, it indicates that the 
rotational speed of this wheel is twice faster than the other 
two wheels, such as fig. 3(g) and fig. 3(h) shown.

Fig. 3 : The ODMR movements

B. Ultrasonic Sensor
Generally, double-head type and single-head type are applicable 
in the ultrasonic detection mode for obstacle avoidance. The 
single-head ultrasonic sensor integrates receiving and sending 
functions, thus has advantages of low cost and energy saving. 
The single-head type of ultrasonic detector, MaxSonar-EZ1 
model, was used in this study. It can detect at least 15.24 
cm distance of barrier [11], and the feedback wave width and 
obstacle’s distance are positively correlated. The feedback 
signals of the sensor include analog voltage, pulse width 
modulation (PWM), and RS232 format. In this study, the PWM 
type was used for the convenience of digital circuit processing. 

Because the feedback is PWM signal, it has to be encoded by 
PWM encoding circuit, which the wave width value is converted 
to 6 bits digital value. As shown in fig. 4, when the high pulse 
is received, the counter starts calculation of pulse width. 

Fig. 4 : The flow chart of PWM encoding.

C. ZigBee Module
This study proposes the application of ZigBee wireless 
communications in ODMR. Ultrasonic technique was used 
to precisely locate and provide the distance measurement 
between the ODMR and obstacles. Ultrasonic sensor then feeds 
back the value to the graphical human machine interfaces 
through ZigBee, in order to achieve automatic mobile or manual 
control function. There are two chips needed in the ZigBee 
wireless modules to transmit data. The ZigBee module at PC 
end uses the USB line to connect to the computer. The ZigBee 
module on the ODMR uses RS232 to connect to the ODMR, 
as shown in fig. 5.

Fig. 5 : ZigBee module with (a) USB connection, (b) 
RS232connection.

III. System Design
This study used VHDL and Quartus II software to program 
Altera’s DE2 development board. The circuits included PWM 
generator, RS232 module, and ultrasonic module. In addition, 
a graphical human machine interface by VB was programmed 
to achieve the Zigbee remote control function. 

A. Programmable Logic Circuit Design
Fig. 6 shows the programmable logic circuit, in which, the 
PC part sends commands to the ODMR by ZigBee wireless 
transmission. The 1:4 demultiplexer determines which register 
is storing the command, and to execute the automatic mobile 
or manual control function.
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B. Graphical Human-Machine Interface 
The graphical human machine interface is shown in fig. 7. 
The icons from Echo_1 to Echo_3 show the obstacle distance 
measurements respectively from four ultrasonic sensors which 
are setup on ODMR. The arrow icons are used to control the 
ODMR moving direction, and the pie graph marks control the 
ODMR to rotate clockwise (CW) or counter-clockwise (CCW) at 
fixed position. Prior to control the ODMR, the connection button 
should be pressed to start the remote control function.

Fig. 6 : Block design file of ODMR.

C. Drive Circuit
The lithium battery used in this study was 7.2 volts, and the 
driving power needed by the motor driver IC (sn754410) was 5 
volts, so IC 7805 regulated power 5 volts was used for driving 
the motor. As Fig. 8 shows, the GPIO_0 [0] ~ GPIO_0 [5] are the 
signals source of ARM7, which are used to control the motor 
speed and CW/CCW rotation.

IV. Experiment and Results
This study applied ARM7 technology to produce PWM for 
controlling DC motor, and combined ZigBee wireless module 
to give command to the ODMR. Four ultrasonic sensors on 
the in fig. 

Fig. 7 : VB graphical human machine interface.

Fig. 8 : Motor drive circuit

Fig. 9 : The continuous action images of ODMR obstacle 
avoidance function.
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